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What Is Open Access (from Peter Suber)?
• Open-access (OA) literature is digital, online, free of 

charge, and free of most copyright and licensing 
restrictions. 

• OA is possible thanks to the internet and consent of 
the copyright-holder.

• Scholarly journals do not generally pay authors, who 
can therefore consent to OA without losing revenue. 

• OA is compatible with peer review; all major OA 
initiatives for scientific and scholarly literature insist on 
its importance. 

• OA literature is not free to produce; the goal is to make 
scholarly literature costless … are there are better ways 
to pay the bills than by charging readers and creating 
access barriers.







Why Open Access???
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ATP Opinion I
Academic publishing has been 

“bought out” by an opportunistic 
commercial publishing world, and 

is fast becoming inaccessible to the 
academic community, and 

particularly to the global scholarly 
community.



Solution #1 – OA Journals





Solution #2 – Work Within the Limits



Solution #2 – Work Within the Limits



Solution #2 – Work Within the Limits



SOLUTION #3 – CHANGE THE LIMITS: 
THE OA@KU EXAMPLE



History of Open Access at KU: Scholarly Communication Reform, 1999-2008
• 2000 – KU holds seminar: “From Crisis to Reform: Scholarly Communication 
and the Tempe Principles;” KU’s then-Provost David Shulenberger’s paper, 
“Moving with Dispatch to Resolve the Scholarly Communication” placed KU on 
the national scene as a leader in conversations about scholarly 
communication
• 2005 – Seminar "The Changing Landscape of Scholarly Communication: The 
Role of Digital Repositories" 
• 2005 – KU faculty governance passes a resolution to encourage greater 
access to scholarship created at the University  
• 2005 – KU ScholarWorks goes live
• 2006 – KU Medical Center sponsors “Mass and Matter: Public Access to 
Scientific Information” conference  
• 2007 – KU launches its first hosted journal publications using Open Journal 
Systems 
• 2008 – KU invites Stanford professor John Willinsky to lead a Globalization 
Seminar at KU entitled “Open Access to Knowledge:  What Comes of the Right 
to Know in Kansas and Kumasai”

Conclusion: The idea for crafting an open access policy for KU was a natural 
outgrowth of interest, concern and advocacy, fostered over ten years



KU Open Access Policy—Phase I:
• March 2008 – Faculty of Arts and Sciences of Harvard passes the first open access 
policy in the United States in March, 2008; early discussions begin among KU faculty
• Late Spring 2008 – KU’s Faculty Senate Executive Committee (FacEx) charges the 
Faculty Research Committee to develop a policy for faculty consideration in the 
2008/2009 academic year: Develop a policy designed to promote open access to KU 
scholarship. The policy would outline a process to collect, preserve, and disseminate 
scholarly articles of KU faculty through KU ScholarWorks. Recommended policies 
should be discussed by governance and the KU research community.
• Late 2008 – early 2009 – Subcommittee members meet, develop policy drafts, 
suggest implementation details, and advance the Open Access message proactively 
across campus
oWeb-based survey distributed to faculty to assess attitudes and knowledge of OA
oTwo open meetings convened for faculty to hear about OA
oPresentations made to FacEx, KU administration, and faculty senate meetings  

• April 2009 – FacEx proposes a revised policy statement, without inclusion of 
implementation details; policy passed overwhelmingly by the Faculty Senate
• May 2009 – policy approved by the Provost and Chancellor in May, 2009; final 
sentence: Faculty governance in consultation with the Provost's office will develop the 
details of the policy which will be submitted for approval by the Faculty Senate.
KU becomes first public institution with faculty-approved OA policy
However, implementation details not in place



KU Open Access Policy—Phase II:
• KU Open Access Task Force formed in summer 2009, including faculty 
(including librarians), university administrators, and a Faculty Senate 
member as chair 
• 20 public meetings with >220 faculty and administrators (6 “brown 
bag” lunches, one open meeting for all faculty, presentations to 8 
academic departments, progress reports to FacEx, Faculty Senate, 
"Academic Council,” and Graduate Student Senate
• Discussions with the Information Technology Unit and the KU Libraries 
to clarify their roles
• “Early adopter” departments and individual faculty members enlisted
• February 2010 – final drafts of the policy revision and implementation 
outline submitted, policy approved as submitted, implementation 
document endorsed, Provost and Chancellor approved

KU OA Policy was the product of dedicated, , long-term, hard work 
(ATP received 2305 emails!) by a broad consortium of KU faculty and 
administration



KU Challenges
• Detail the situations in which it applies
• Specify which entities or persons would be responsible for 

the collecting and serving of such works
• Offer advice/guidance to faculty in interactions with 

publishers
• Delineate time frames for publication and deposit in 

ScholarWorks
• Detail how (or whether) participation would be assured 

and any “opt out” options offered
• Take into consideration the special and diverse needs and 

interests of the entire spectrum of disciplines represented 
across KU

• Take into particular consideration the cares and concerns 
of junior and untenured faculty



KU Faculty Survey - Potential Benefits



KU Faculty Survey – Potential Problems



Faculty Concerns I

• As I read the policy it is mandatory for all faculty.  I am 
strongly opposed to that.  An optional open access 
policy seems reasonable enough.  In my own case, I do 
not see the need for such a policy. Professor, 
Philosophy

• I am not comfortable with KU insisting that I will do all 
these things. I have about five or six publications I use, 
what if we all give the publishers' names or the 
journals names and the provost's person goes directly 
to them. I have no idea what that involves but that puts 
the burden on people whose job it is to do. Professor A, 
Physics



Faculty Concerns II
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the open access 
policy you are trying to shove down the throats of KU faculty.

What incentive will remain for scholarly journals to continue to 
exist if we just throw everything on the web with no 
intermediation?  We're seeing the catastrophic effect of an 
"anything-goes" attitude toward the economy; I believe that 
we'll likewise end up with a disaster in the marketplace of ideas 
if we destroy the regulatory framework provided by peer-
refereed journals.  From my perspective as a humanities scholar, 
the current system ain't broke, and I resent you trying to "fix" 
and thus destroy it.

If KU scientists want to cheapen their own work, that's fine: let 
them post anything they please on KU Scholarworks.  Why must 
the rest of us follow suit?  Why can't I opt out forever, if I so 
choose? Professor, English



Faculty Concerns III
I'm very disturbed by this policy … The physicists already 
have open access and preprint servers to provide open 
access so why am I being compelled to do more than I've 
already done to promote  open access? … If I can prove that 
I'm following open access rules already, can I opt  out of this 
policy by filling out a form every year that keeps me having 
to do it paper by  paper?   

I also want to do research and keep publishing papers and 
getting grants for KU and not some other university. I also 
want my Chair to be able to focus on issues that are really 
important and not having to deal with the approximately 15 
faculty members who won't abide by this and will  ignore it.

Professor B, Physics



Faculty Concerns IV
• The “fast-track” approach is a concern to many of us 

because the policy appears to us to be totally flawed and 
with a strong element of compulsion and potential 
punishment for non-compliance.  

• Some of us would rather work that spend time trying to 
block Stalinist procedures generated by faculty 
governance.  

• Let me be clear: 
– 1. You cannot steal my research products. 
– 2. I will not participate in this program.  
– 3. In the interest of full disclosure,  I regularly participate in 

Open Access activities, including posting my publications on 
open servers and publishing in Open Access journals, 
particularly PloS ONE.  

• However, I do not need my hand held, nor do I feel a need 
to try to force anyone else to do this. Professor C, Physics



Faculty Concerns V
My biggest concern is not about logistics of the so called OA 
policy but its mandatory nature. None of your arguments 
touched upon this fundamental question. The spirit of this 
policy is "dictatorship" and "power without representation". 
According to your logic then KU should also have a "good 
health" policy which forbid smoking, and/or force every 
faculty member to exercise 60 minutes everyday. If the 
proponents of this wicked OA policy do not agree that the 
proposed OA policy is not essentially a kind of dictatorship 
then why not making it opt-in? I do not care if this is 
initiated by Provost's office or by some KU professors who 
like this kind of OA policy just do not pretend it is in the best 
interest of everyone. I know where my best interest is and 
absolutely do not need their advice. Professor D, Physics



KU Faculty Survey – Major Concerns
• Journals will not want to publish KU papers

– >60% already have this arrangement in place
• More work for me

– 2 emails are all that is required
• KU is not Harvard

– No, but we should not sell ourselves or our scholarship 
short

• Most papers already available online. Why bother?
– Try downloading from home! Or another country!!
– Only 15% of scholarship is open access at the moment

• Doing it already on my own website
– Not visible to online search tools (e.g., Google Scholar)
– No automatic preservation and backup



EFFECTIVE ARGUMENTS FOR OA@KU



Worldwide Reach I



Worldwide Reach II



Worldwide Reach III



Worldwide 
Reach IV



No Experience I



No Experience II



No Experience III



Opt Out versus Opt In

• Proposed policy is “in by default, need to opt 
out”
– Advantage of collective action, collective voice

– Encourages broad participation

• Why not “out by default, need to opt in”?
– Such a policy is already in place at KU

– Not well known for lack of investment and publicity

– Lacks clear message to publishers of institutional 
policy



WHERE ALL THIS IS GOING …











ATP Opinion II
• Many ways to skin the OA cat

• Important points: 
– Scholarly publications are not easily available, in 

my field ~75% are offlimits

– Problem worse anywhere but NA and Europe

– Solution is not the PLoS model … open access to 
readers, but not to writers, yet global community 
of scholars is growing

• Important to consider the global community

• Important to consider the diversity presented 
by academic … very broad



ONCE YOU HAVE YOUR OA POLICY
… NOW WHAT????



Challenges

• Grow out the policy implementation

• Make participation feasible and convenient

• Strategize and learn from interactions with 
publishers
– “I am still trying to get an answer on this (been 

through several departments) - it seems to have 
taken us by surprise. ”



First Lesson

OA journal
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Accept/No 
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First Lesson

Publisher agrees to provide to Author within 14 days of 
first publication and at no charge an electronic copy 
of the published Article in a format, such as the 
Portable Document Format (.pdf), that preserves final 
page layout, formatting and content of the published 
version. No technical restriction, such as security 
settings, will be imposed to prevent copying or 
printing of that copy. The published version may be 
used in the exercise of the rights and licenses 
referred to in the paragraphs above.



Conclusions re University OA Policies
• Requires significant investment from faculty and 

administration
• Requires champions (librarian, faculty, admin)
• Requires a very thick skin
• Requires flexibility at all stages … take what you 

can get, keep at it, and evolve
• Friends and enemies will appear in the places 

one least expects
• KU almost failed at several points, but strategy, 

flexibility and luck made success possible
• KU would love company … let’s go Colorado!



Thanks Very Much!

Me: town@ku.edu

Ada Emmett, head of KU@OA initiative: 
aemmett@ku.edu

mailto:town@ku.edu�
mailto:aemmett@ku.edu�
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